
CHAPTER VII 

THE HOME 

So far we have examined and compared the two highest of the thre•~ 

levels of general human existance in San Cristobal, the city and the bar~ios. 

we now turn our attention to the foundation level of all human existance, 

the home. This presents some sort of problem to me as an indi vidual beca1se 

for me the home is one of the richest of all places, soaked with associations 

and deeply involved with emotion and growth. The problem that this presented 

to me was one of attention. I wanted either to go all out or not at all. 

The resulting section of questions on Questionnaire II was the weakest of 

all, and this section of discussion is correspondingly so. Nevertheless , it 

has value, as it tends to confirm our hypothesis of replication to some 

extent. It also shows that it is possible to use our methodology to elicit 

images on this smallest of levels. 

Nevertheless, due to the impoverished character of this section, it 

did not seem reasonable to follow our ordinary format of results and di5-

cussion. Thus this chapter has no subheadi·'lgs, since no individual themE! is 

sufficiently developed to warrant such an arrangement. 

Perscnal problems aside, this lowest of our hierarchic levels is 

slightly more difficult to get a handle on. Obviously it is there. Peop:e 

do live in homes. But how to go about asking the questions for which we 
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needed answers? The questions were these: Can Lynchian image maps be gen

erated for this level? Is there any formal similarity between the city and 

the barrio and the home? Do homes present the full range of social,· reli

gious , political and economic structures and is specialization of function 

a characteristic of the home? The results of our study indicate a tentative , 

but still positive response to all these questions. 

Assuming as we did that there existed a strong barrio image, we 

were presenteo with the same problem of broad spaces interior to the coor

dinating image that we had on the city level. The city level presented us 

with a strong image , but lots of empty white. The barrio images filled up 

those blanks hut · forced study to be undertaken on a larger scale. At that 

scale, new bl.1nks appeared. These were individual streets, in San Cristobal 

faced with ab•:>ut three or four homes to a block front. This street level 

was then examined. The question used to investigate this was highly expe:~

imental, but achieved startling results. It asked the students to draw, Ln 

the oblong spaces provided, the face of the street on which they lived, their 

side of the street in the first space, the opposite side in the second 

space. The students were asked to draw in all the doors, windows, shops 

and such that they could remember. While they were asked to draw the "street," 

they all drew the street only of the block they lived on. This question was 

intended to bring to the surface the sort of images for one city block face 

that Lynchian analysis brings out for larger areas. In place of his city 

image constit.uents - paths, nodes, edges - ~e have block image constituents -

buildings, windows, d~ors, signs and archtectural detail~ of all sorts. 

Obviously there are parallels, but our house scale makes Lynch's path (our 

street) and edge (our house wall) superfluous. His district subsumes ours 

(although micro-spaces like a street probably have districts of,say, 
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friendl~ or unfriendly, space). A good case could be made for doorways 

(the place where the house meets the street) as nodes, particularly t he way 

people stand in them. But essentially we're mapping at the house level what 

he would call landmarks on the city scale . 

Figure 7.1 is what one kid drew in response to this question. 

Reference to his address allowed us to go and look at this block, and to 

compare it with his drawing. It compared favorably; there was a very close 

resemblance. But it would have been possible to assume that from an examina-

tion of the drawing itself. 

Figure 7.1 The drawing of his block Facades for student #77 , 
Barrio El Centro. The student lives in the unit 
labeled "Mi Casa." 

This is no abstract schema of a block face. It is unbalanced, 

contains seven to eight different window tyes , two or three door types, 

blank walls and busy walls, friezes below, and cornices above, but not 

uniformly. It is obviously a reality inspired drawing. Of the thirty such 

drawings I received , some were more schematic , but others were far more 
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elaborate. I proceeded to aggregate, as though these drawings were maps. 

Seventy houses were drawn, of which sixty-six were one story, and four, 

two story houses. Two showed only part of a house, twenty-two were free

standing, and the remainder joined togethe~ as in Figure 7.1. Gestalts 

ranged from complete blocks (8) through and including six buildings (1), 

five buildings (4), four buildings (6), three buildings (3), two buildings 

(11), one building (22) and parts only (2). Then types of details were 

collected, and included the following, which is simply a sample of my 

collection (% are of students drawing such a feature) : crenulated wall 

tops, 23%; rectangular grilled windows, 23~s; doors with squared tops,60%; 

doors with rounded tops, 10%; tile roof above wall, 47%; and so on. · From 

these figures it is possible to construct <in archetypal architectural 

gestalt for San Cristobal, sort of a thema~ic unit. Figure 7.2 provides 

us with a gestalt. since 89% of the drawings had four windows to a house, 

ours does, and so on. The variations on_thts theme combined with house 

color provide highly legible images on this scale. 

This, of course, is all exterior. Idiotically I did not have the 

students draw floor plans of their homes. This will certainly be central 

in a future questionnaire. Fortunately the standardization of floor plans 

is intrinsically very great in San Cristobal, due to its wholesale inher

itance of the housetype prevailing in Spain during its colonial period. 

This consists today of two variants on a theme depending on income. Typically, 

you enter a home in San Cristobal via either a covered tunnel-hall, or 

through a door in the wall, into a courtyard, either paved ~ fountains, 

flowers and benches, or dirt with chickens, turkeys, and pigs, surrounded, 

completely, or partially, by rooms, with cr without fireplaces , including 
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The Thematic Unit 

Selected House Features {% are the frequency with which 
that feature was drawn by the students, n = 30. WF is 
a measure of occurance for a given feature on facades. 
Thus 89% of the students included windows on their 
facades and the average number of windows - WF - was 4.) 

89% Windows (WF 4) 

30% Small square window (WF 3) 
23% Large rectangular grilled window (WF 5) 
13% Large curved grilled window (WF 4) 

6% Little lunar window {WF 2) 

70% Doors (WF 3) 

60% Rectangular (WF 3) 
10% Curved (WF-2) 

47% Tile Roof 

30% Straight line unadorned peak 

23% Crenalations 

13% Round 
7% Square 
3% Mixed 
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a kitchen, attached or detached. The idea is the same in both cases, and 

money simply allows refinement of the scheme. Scans of very large scale 

aerial photographs of the city reveal the fact that less than 5% of all 

buildings lack courtyards interior to rooms to one extent or another. 

Figure 7.3 provides the general idea of the two prevailing polar types. 

Historically the idea is extraordinarily ancient, and variants of the idea 

typified the Greco-Roman housetype particularly well, which in rural or 
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Figure 7.3 Two polar house types in San Cristobal 

moneyed-urban situations is still common throughout the Mediterranean and 

Latin America, as well as, intriguingly, China and Japan and other locales 

(Rasmussen ,l949, 1-12). It is well suited to warm climes , but less so in 

cooler ones since it is an inefficient configuration for heating. 

Obviously we have a formal character reminiscent of the barrio 

with its central plaza in this collection of rooms around a central patio. 

Obviously there is specialization of function from room to room in all 

but the smallest homes. Bedrooms, living-rooms (la sala) , bathrooms, 

kitchens, and dining rooms wear as names the description of their function. 

This specialization of room function increases with the number of rooms 

just as barrio craft specialization increases with the number of barrios. 

It is really unnecessary to point out that in a one-barrio town, as in a 
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one-room house, the barrio or room must function in all capacities. Examples 

of such configurations abound in the Indian villages surrounding San 

Cristobal. On the other hand truly large homes will have separate space 

set aside .:o!· almost every function . The home occupied by Gertrude Blom 

has a library and a chapel in addition to a very full quota of the normal 

rooms. Professor Moscoso 's home has three rooms devoted to the display 

of artifacts. J . Weber ' s home also functions as a school and naturally has 

better than fifteen rooms . Even in the simplest homes in San Cristobal the 

cooking function has its own space, which is not true in neighboring In

dian towns. Many poore r families started wjth the simpler configuration 

and through time. add rooms until functional specialization is complete. 

The parallel between this aspect of the home and the similar aspect of the 

barrios is nearly perfect. 

Similarly the home provides the lowest level for integrated social, 

religious anc~ political activity. Politics forms the life-blood of conver

sation in all Mexico and nowhere more so than in this small town with st:ch 

diametrically opposed poles of political thinking. That internationalist 

Conununism, wE•aker socialism, outright Cath•.)lic conservative quasi-Facist. 

repressionisn, revolutionary fervent nationalism, and middle-of-the-road 

capitalist republicanism all co-exist side by side is indicative of the 

general political awareness of the town. No one, absolutely no one, is 

without political opinions and the favorite and safest arena for political 

discussions :Ls emphatically the home , then bars, then more public arena:; 

such as hotel lobbies, the Lion ' s Club, barrio junta meetings and so on. 

With each step towards truly public expression, stances become less and 

less radical, since , in the final analysis, Mexico is very much a political

ly repressive state. Thus honest political expression is only found in ·:he 
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home, where never have I been without sooner or later and very often sootie r, 

being involved in a political discussion. It is also at the home whsre 

barrio policies and attitudes are supported or broken as we saw in the 

Prologue. In fact , it is usually in homes that barrio council meetings 

are held. 

More definitely does the house play a role in the religious order

ing of life in San Cristobal. Each home ha~. its sanctuary, from the simple 

store-bought image with its votive candle t.o the private chapel of Gertrude 

Blom. In most homes devotions are made dai :-.y on an individual basis at 

these shrines at least once. As seen in the city fiesta discussion , the 

statue of San Cristobal spends the greater part of the year in the home of 

the chauffrurgroup's president, and in the Christmas celebrations the homes 

are the focal points of the posadas. In ve-.y religious homes, each ~ i.s 

provided with its shrine. How different this all is from the prevailing 

attitude in Cleveland or worcester, whe~e only rarely is a home shrine a~y 

longer encountered today. (Although certain predominantly Catholic groups , 

Italians for example, continue some of these customs.) 

And perhaps most definitely is the home the base level for social 

life. Parties are held in the home for every conceivable purpose: births, 

baptisms, confirmations, birthdays, weddin~s, anniversaries and deaths all 

provide occa~ions for a party, as do Christmas , New Year's, Easter and the 

like. Less frequently, far less frequently, do we find parties in San 

Cristobal given without some socially approved reason, and there is no 

approval for a party for party's sake , as there in the the u.s .A. Not lc.mg 

before leaving San Cristobal the last time we were invited to a baptismal 

party for the son of the leader of one of the town's outstanding marimba 
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bands. His house, in Barrio Guadalupe, stands midway between the economic 

extremes illustrated in Figure 7.3. The rooms are ordinarily characterized 

by a high degree of specialization in room functions, but for this .party 

they were a ll party-rooms. The actual baptism, the religious portion of 

this fiesta, had taken place before the actual party, and the parents were 

serene. Anothl}r marimba band, a competitor, had been hired to provide the 

good vibratio:1s, while the father ' s colleagues sat as honored guests and 

godfathers, if not of this child, of some of his siblings. Food and liquor 

flowed freely, and when the music played, couples danced. Most of the rooms 

were crowded to overflowing and everyone seemed pleased. The crush in the 

hall when we tried to leave was so great as to nearly prevent our leaving. 

Reportedly, t~e fiesta, which had actually commenced at noon with the 

baptism, wound up at 5 : 00 A. M. 

Once a fiesta has commenced it tends to be an open fiesta in revers~ 

ratio to the status of the householder. Exclusive families hold exclusiv:, 

dressy affairs. As families get poorer their fiestas tend to be more open . 

Numerous times, we have been invited to join in as we passed by on the 

street, from prosaic occasions like birthd.ays to New Year's Eve celebrations 

where nearly every house is open. At such times one is treated as an hon

ored and valued guest even though an uninvited one. Attendance at these 

affairs is a matter of propinquity in proportion once again to status. 

Poorer unconnected families have parties attended relatively exclusively by 

those nearby, while richer , better con'nected families draw guests from a.ll 

over the city, and from sometimes even much, much farther away than that~. 

In certain cases, number of connections is not the measure simply of wealth, 

but of profession . A marimba band leader makes connections on every socio

economic levE~l, and so is well connected without money. The guests at tr e 
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baptismal party came from all over the city. The fact that these two func

tions (propinquity of guests and the exclusivity of th~ party) vary with 

the status of the householders, is a m~d::;ure of the importance of the 

house party as a social integrator. Less sGcure families try to build up 

their status by incorporating at a party as broad a social base as possible. 

Richer families, with the security of money, can afford not to entertain 

the whole city if they wish. 

But for the students it is recreation that most definitely orbits 

around the home. Using the entire sample from Questionnaire II, we find that 

they play mostly around the home. Asked to check where they played from the 

following list, they did so as the percentages indicate: 

Table 7 . 1 

Where Children Play in the City 

1. Home (own) •..••.• 60% 

2. Home (friend's) •. 49% 

3. Barrio plaza ...•. 41% 

4. Street .•.••.••••. 39% 

5. All the above .•.• 24% 

6. Other • •••••••••. . 14% 

The response is overwhelmingly for play ta~ing place on this low level, 

particularly when the "own home" and "friend's home" options are combined. 

Among the "other"· responses was a basketball court, the auditorium, and the 

countryside outside of town. Social interaction moves away from the hom:! 

for the children seeking organized or semi-organized sport or privacy for 

erotic or educational reasons. The barrio plaza fulfills really only the 
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semi-organized sport drive (i.e. pickup baseball , pickup soccer, etcetera) , 

and because it satisfies this , satisfies no other drive , bejng too noisy 

and public for studying, billing and cooing , and inadequate fo r f ul l scale 

baseball, b:;tsketball or soccer . But the familial games of tag , hide aPd 

seek, yo-yos, marbles , ad infinitum are all practiced in the home , prin

cipally in the patio. 

At t h is point two things must be obvious about the home level in 

San Cristobal . One of these is t hat t he home in San Cristobal does to one 

degree or another replicate the sorts of things that we saw rep1icated from 

the barrio to the city . But the other thing is that I singularly failed to 

ask the neces~;ary questions to validate my hypothesis completely . I would, 

consequently, wish to spend some space on each of these things , first going 

into detail about the types of ques tions that should have been asked, but 

then lingering over the sort of information that we do nevertheless have 

about the hom1~ level. 

It might have occured to you somewhere in this chapter to wonder 

why I d i dn' t adopt the same procedure for investigating the home that 

proved so successful in my investigations .of the barrio and city levels. 

Frankly, I should have. I should have asked the same set of questions th;it 

I asked about the barrio about the home. I certainly could have done so 

with ease and ended up with perfectly comparable sets of results. What a~e 

the things about your home that you remember best? Could you draw me a 

plan of your home? Could you indicate what each home is for? Could you 

locate your family shrine on the map? What do you l ike best about your 

home?· And so on. The reasons that I failed to do so are involved with the 

reading I was doing at the time as well as a proj ect design that envisioned 

the process of replication in San Cristobal as essentially involving only 
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the barrio and the city. Although considerations of the home as part of 

this process show up in my earlier work, I had not really considered the 

issue integral to my real interests. It was only during the analysis of 

the barrio data that it became apparent that the home was as important as 

either of the other two levels. 

Needless to say this oversight must be corrected in any future work. 

A replicative environmental structurin9 that breaks down on the home level 

is not much of a replicative structure. In Voght's work on Zinacantan (ci ted 

i n Chapter I) the process of replication was found to embrace all life 

from the family meal around the fire to the heavenly meal of the Gods in 

their Sacred Mountain and on numerous intermediary levels. That is replica

tion . If I am to maintain that replication i s truly a vital organizational 

force for life in San Cristobal, I must show that the home is an integral 

part of this system, not only actually (as I have attempted to show in my 

above remark~ about house types as seen on air photos) but conceptually as 

well (i.e. ir.. the study of the inhabitants,. mental images). The simple fact 

of the matte:r is, that a third questionnaiJ~e is being currently . designed 

to do just that. 

But if I have failed to ask the .rightquestions, I have nevertheless 

drawn upon a variety of surrogate sources l)f information that do in fact., 

to a·limited extent, validate my hypothesis. From the drawings of the house 

facades we do know that the students are able to deal with minute environ

ments on the house scale. As will be·seen in the next chapter, they do so 

to the same extent of detail as they do with the barrio. From my exami~a

tion pf large scale air photos we do know that the housetype replicates the 

formal spati~l structures of the city and the barrio. From our questions 

o~ the location of play, we do know that the play function of the centrul 
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space (patio, plaza, zocalo) is replicated. From my knowledge of life in 

San Cristobal (anecdotal though it may be) we do know,that the homes all 

have shrines. From our common knowledge about the separation of room 

function we ccm ·draw comparisons between rooms and barrios, barrios artd 

cities. It has been seen that the fiesta functions on all three levels f0r 

all three levels. Despite the fact that I failed to ask the right questic•ns, 

I do have some of the right answers. 

If our complaint at the end of the last chapter was that the citr 

presented too general a picture, our complaint in this chapter is that the 

home presents far too specific a picture. For finally the home is the level 

on which most plain living is done. Most San Cristobalenos, after all, 

work at their craft in their homes, eat in their homes, sleep in their 

homes, ·and play in their homes. Centered on the zocalo, centered on the 

barrio plaza, life is really only anchored at home, and home alone. A home 

is everyman's center· but at this center is nothing but a unique collecti•)n 

of pure unadulterated specifics, specifics which go to make up the gener.:~l 

characteristics of the next higher level. 

what can I tell you about the home in san Cristobal? That it has a 

patio surrounded by rooms? That fiestas are held in them? That people th~re 

talk about politics? That each home has a shrine? A color? A sound? A sm=ll? 

Its own tempo? That fear can be found in a handful of dust? Yes, I can t~ll 

you those things, but the wonder and the glory of san Cristobal is that I 

can tell you more, that I can tell you that the patio is the plaza and the 

Zocalo of the home, that the rooms are the barrios of the home, that the 

shrine is the parish church and the Cathedral of the home, that the hide-and

seek in the patio is the bullfight in the ring of the home. Who could say 
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this of Worcester? Of Boston? Who could point to their living room and 

say "This is the public Garden, this is the Conunons of , my home."? How 

many homes in Worcc~tcr or Bo~ton hove house ~hrines, or colored facades 

that tie into a neighborhood color scheme? wrong questions or not, th~::<re. 

are many such things that I have shown to be the case in San Cristobal. ~o 

matter how much better a job could have been done on the house level, no 

matter how much better a job I shall do on the house level in future wor<, 

some sort of a job has been done on the house level in this work - and 

that's better than no job at all. 


